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(57) Abstract: The invention relates to a method and a system (SYS) for managing an alarm signal in a system comprising a first in
ternal clock. The system is intended to cooperate with a portable player (PP) comprising a second internal clock and a screen (S).
The method comprises the steps of: - setting the time of said first internal clock at the time of said second internal clock, - selecting a
given time value being displayed on said screen, - memorizing said given time value in said system, - setting the time of said second
internal clock at the time of said first internal clock, - triggering an alarm signal on said system when the time of said first internal
clock reaches said given time value. According to this method, when the portable player is docked to the system,the system accord
ing to the invention does not require its own screen because the screen of the portable player is used to display the current time and
the alarm time during setting it, resulting in a reduction of the costs of the system.

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MANAGING AN ALARM SIGNAL, ALARM CLOCK
COMPRISING SUCH A SYSTEM

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The invention relates to a method and a system for managing an alarm signal.

The invention may be used in the field of alarm clocks, more specifically docking alarm clocks
for docking portable players.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Alarm clocks are products which are nowadays widespread among consumers, and which are
used by users to remind them to do something at a given preset alarm time, such as waking up
in the morning. To this end, the alarm clock may generate a sound signal at said alarm time,
such as music, a song, a buzz or a beep. The alarm clock comprises a screen to display the
current time to users, and to display the alarm time to the user setting the alarm.

These known alarm clocks have limitations in the sense that the screen used to display the
current time and the alarm time during setting, which involves additional costs. Moreover, it
does not necessarily fit the preferences of users in terms of appearance of what is displayed,

such as the font or the style.

OBJECT AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
It is an object of the invention to propose an improved method and system for managing an
alarm signal. The invention is defined by the independent claims. The dependent claims define
advantageous embodiments.

The method according to the invention is employed for managing an alarm signal in a system

comprising a first internal clock, the system being intended to cooperate with a portable player
comprising a second internal clock and a screen.

The method comprises the steps of:

- setting the time of said first internal clock at the time of said second internal clock,
- selecting a given time value being displayed on said screen,

- memorizing said given time value in said system,
- setting the time of said second internal clock at the time of said first internal clock,
- triggering an alarm signal on said system when the time of said first internal clock reaches
said given time value.

The invention takes advantage of the existence of portable players which are nowadays

widespread among consumers, in particular audio/video players, such as MP3/MP4 players.
These portable players have a screen to display various information linked to the audio/video
information, and have an internal clock generating the current time which is displayed on the
screen. These portable players are equipped with a connector so that they can cooperate with

external systems, either by docking or via cables, in particular to download audio/video
content. In the method according to the invention, the system acts as an alarm clock. When the

portable player is docked to the system, the system does not require its own screen, contrary to
the alarm clock of the prior art, because the screen of the portable player is used to display the
current time and the alarm time during setting it, resulting in a reduction of the costs of the
system. As a consequence, if a user of a portable player is satisfied with the appearance of what
is displayed on his/her portable player, this user will also be satisfied with the appearance of

what is displayed when the portable player is docked to the system.

The invention also relates to a system comprising means for implementing the method

according to the invention, and to an alarm-clock device comprising such a system.

Detailed explanations and other aspects of the invention will be given below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The particular aspects of the invention will now be explained by means of the embodiments
described hereinafter and considered in connection with the accompanying drawings, in which
identical parts or sub-steps are designated in the same manner:
Fig. 1 depicts the flow chart of a method according to the invention,

Fig.2 depicts the functional implementation of a system according to the invention
when connected to a portable player,
Fig.3A to Fig. 3D depict a system according to the invention when a portable player is
connected to a top part of said system,

Fig. 4 depicts a system according to the invention when a portable player is connected

to to a central part of said system,
Fig. 5 depicts a system according to the invention connected to a portable player

having an analog representation of time,
Fig.6A to Fig.6D depict three-dimensional views of a first alarm clock according to
the invention,
Fig.7A to Fig.7D depict three-dimensional views of a second alarm clock according to
the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
Fig.l depicts the flow chart of a method according to the invention. The method is used for
managing an alarm signal in a system comprising a first internal clock, the system being
intended to cooperate with a portable player comprising a second internal clock and a screen.
The portable player may correspond to any audio/video player, such as an MP3/MP4 player,

having a screen to display various information linked to the audio/video information, and
having an internal clock generating the current time, which is displayed on the screen. The
portable player is equipped with a connector (e.g. female part) so that it can cooperate with the
connector (e.g. male part) of an external system, either via a direct connection, such as
docking, or via cables. The connector of the portable player is in particular used to download

audio/video content from the external system it is connected to. In the present invention, the
connector on the portable player is used for connection with the system according to the
invention.

Fig.3A illustrates a portable player PP before it is docked to the system SYS, wherein
connector C (e.g. male part) used to dock the portable player is clearly shown. Fig.3B, Fig.3C
and Fig. 3D illustrate the portable player PP when docked to the system SYS. Fig.3A, Fig.3B,

Fig.3C and Fig.3D illustrate a system SYS comprising a connector (not shown) positioned on
the top part of system SYS so that the portable player PP is connected to this top part.
Alternatively, as illustrated in Fig. 4, system SYS comprises a connector (not shown) positioned
in a central part of system SYS, so that the portable player PP is connected to this central part.
As illustrated, the screen of the portable player can display the time by means of a digital
representation. Alternatively, as illustrated in Fig. 5, the screen of the portable player can
display the time by means of an analog representation.

The portable player PP may have a square or rectangular form factor, and advantageously
forms a flat and thin body. The first internal clock allows displaying the current time on the
screen S of the portable player PP. For example, it is assumed that the current time is 12:00.

The method according to the invention comprises the steps of:

- setting 101 the time of the first internal clock at the time of said second internal clock: The
time of the first internal clock is changed to the time of the second internal clock. In other
words, the current time of the system SYS is synchronized with the current time of the portable
player PP.

- selecting 102 a given time value being displayed on said screen: The user may operate some
push buttons on the system SYS, for example PB1 for changing the hour setting, PB2 for
changing the minute setting, resulting in a change of the displayed time on the screen S of the
portable player PP. The user operates these push buttons until a desired time value
corresponding to a desired alarm time has been reached and is displayed on the screen S . For
example, let the desired given time value be 07:00, as illustrated in Fig.3C.

- memorizing 103 said given time value in said system SYS: Since the system SYS is used as
an alarm clock, the alarm time is memorized in the system SYS. It is thus guaranteed that in
case the portable player is later undocked from system SYS, the system SYS still knows when

the alarm signal should be triggered.

- setting 104 the time of said second internal clock at the time of said first internal clock: Since
the current time of the portable player PP has been modified to said given time value, the
current time must be restored to the second internal clock. To this end, the time of the second
internal clock is changed to the time of the first internal clock which has continued to elapse
during the step of selecting and memorizing. For example, if the steps of selecting and
memorizing have taken 2 minutes, then the time of the first internal clock is now 12:02,
meaning that the second internal clock is changed to this time value of 12:02, as illustrated in
Fig.3D.

- triggering 105 an alarm signal on said system SYS when the time of said first internal clock
reaches said given time value: When the time of the first internal clock reaches the memorized
alarm time, a sound is generated, such as music, a song, a buzz or a beep.

Preferably, the method according to the invention further comprises a step of generating an
audio signal on said system SYS, used as said alarm signal. This is relevant when the user

wants that the alarm signal triggered corresponds to a buzz or a beep pre-stored on the system
SYS. In this case, the alarm signal can be triggered even if the portable player PP is not docked

to the system SYS.

Preferably, the method according to the invention further comprises a step of receiving an
audio signal from said portable player, used as said alarm signal. This is relevant when the user

wants that the alarm signal triggered corresponds to music or a song pre-stored on the portable
player PP. In this case, the portable player PP must be docked to the system SYS for the alarm
signal to be triggered.

Preferably, in the case that the screen of the portable player PP comprises a backlight that can
assume a switched-on state or a switched-off state, the method according to the invention

further comprises a step of sending commands from said system SYS to said portable player
PP to maintain the backlight of the screen S in the switched-on state. The switched-on state

corresponds to a state where a user needs to read information displayed on the screen S . The
switched-off state corresponds to a state where a user does not need to read information
displayed on the screen S, equivalent to a stand-by mode which the portable player PP enters
after a fixed duration without any user action on the portable player PP. The step of sending
commands is used to force the portable player P to stay in the switched-on state, so that the
current time is continuously displayed and visible on the screen S of the portable player P.

The invention also relates to a system SYS comprising means for implementing the method

according to the invention.

The system SYS, as illustrated in Fig.2, is used for managing an alarm signal. The system SYS

comprises a first internal clock CLK1. The system is intended to cooperate with a portable
player PP comprising a second internal clock CLK2 and a screen S .
The system further comprises:

- means for setting the time of the first internal clock CLK1 at the time

t O of the

second internal

clock CLK2: The time of the first internal clock CLK1 is changed to the time of the second
internal clock CLK. In other words, the current time of the system SYS is synchronized with
the current time

tO

of the portable player PP. The portable player PP comprises a processor

CPU2 which serves, amongst others, to control and drive the second internal clock CKL2, with

a view to displaying the corresponding time value of CLK2 on screen S . Similarly, the system
SYS comprises a processor CPUl which serves, amongst others, to control and drive the first

internal clock CKL1. Setting the time of the first internal clock CLK1 at the time

tO

of the

second internal clock CLK2 is done by a processor CPU2 sending the current time value

tO

of

the second internal clock CLK2 to processor CPUl.

- means for selecting a given time value being displayed on said screen S : push buttons situated
on the system SYS can be used, for example PB1 for changing the hour settings, PB2 for
changing the minute settings, resulting in a change of the displayed time on the screen S of the
portable player PP. By operating the push buttons PB1 and PB2, commands H and commands
M can be generated which are sent to processor CPU2 via processor CPUl. As a result, the
time indication of the second internal clock is modified. The user operates those push buttons
until a desired given time value t l corresponding to a desired alarm time t l has been reached
and is displayed on the screen S . For example, let the desired given time value be t l = 07:00, as
illustrated in Fig.3C.

- a memory MEM for storing said given time value: Since the system SYS is used as an alarm
clock, the alarm time t l is memorized in the system SYS. It is thus guaranteed that in the case

that the portable player is later undocked from system SYS, the system SYS still knows when
the alarm signal should be triggered. To this end, the alarm time t l is sent by processor CPU2
to processor CPUl, after which processor CPUl sends the alarm time t l to memory MEM.

- means for setting the time of said second internal clock CLK2 at the time t2 of said first
internal clock CLK1 : Since the current time of the portable player PP has been modified to said
given time value tl, the second internal clock CLK2 must be reset to the current time. To this
end, the time of the second internal clock CLK2 is changed to the time t2 of the first internal

clock CKL1 which has continued to elapse during the time the push buttons PB1 and PB2 were
operated (and during storing the alarm time t l in the memory MEM). For example, if operating
the push buttons PB1 and PB2 (and storing the alarm time in the memory MEM) has taken 2

minutes, then the time t2 of the first internal clock CLK1 is now t2 = 12:02, meaning that the
second internal clock CLK2 is changed to this time value of 12:02, as illustrated in Fig. 3D. To
this end, the alarm time t2 is sent by processor CPUl to processor CPU2, after which processor
CPU2 changes the time of the second internal clock CLK2.

- means for triggering an alarm signal when the time of said first internal clock CLK1 reaches
said given time value: To this end, the system SYS comprises a unit COMP for comparing the
time of the first internal clock CLK1 to the alarm time t l stored in memory MEM. When the
time of the first internal clock CLK1 reaches the value of alarm time tl, a first activation signal
AS1 is generated by the unit COMP. The first activation signal AS1 is intended to close a first

switch SW1, resulting in an audio signal AU being applied to a speaker SP. A sound is thus
generated by speaker SP, such as music, a song, a buzz or a beep.

Preferably, the system SYS according to the invention further comprises means to generate an
audio signal AUl used as said alarm signal AU. For example, such means may comprise a

storage unit SU1 for storing various audio signals, such as buzz or beep audio signals. In this
case, the alarm signal can be triggered even if the portable player PP is not docked to the

system SYS.

Preferably, the system SYS according to the invention further comprises means to receive,
from said portable player PP, an audio signal AU2 used as said alarm signal AU. For example,
such means may comprise a storage unit SU2 for storing various audio signals, such as music
or songs. In this case, the portable player PP must be docked to the system SYS for the alarm
signal to be triggered.

Advantageously, the system SYS according to the invention further comprises a second switch
SW2, to switch from the audio signal AUl to the audio signal AU2 (or from the audio signal

AU2 to the audio signal AUl), under the action of a second activation signal AS2 generated by
a push button PB3. The push button PB3 is intended to be activated by a user in order to select
the source of the audio signal for the alarm signal.

Preferably, in the case that the screen of the portable player PP comprises a backlight that can
assume a switched-on state or a switched-off state, the system SYS according to the invention
further comprises means for sending commands RQ to said portable player PP, to maintain the

backlight of the screen S in the switched-on state. The commands RQ are sent by processor
CPUl to processor CPU2. The switched-on state corresponds to a state where a user needs to
read information displayed on the screen S . The switched-off state corresponds to a state where
a user does not need to read information displayed on the screen S, equivalent to a stand-by
mode which the portable player PP enters after a fixed duration without any user actions on the
portable player PP. Commands RQ are sent to force the portable player P to stay in the
switched-on state, so that the current time is continuously displayed and visible on the screen S
of the portable player P. To this end, some dummy commands (also called non- functional
commands) are periodically sent to reset a timer managed by processor CPU2, the timer being
permanently compared to said fixed duration. Those commands are sent by processor CPUl at
intervals smaller than the fixed duration.

Fig.6A to Fig.6D depict three-dimensional views of a first alarm clock ACl according to the
invention. This alarm clock ACl comprises a system SYS according to the invention as
described above, and is intended to cooperate with a portable player PPl. Fig.6A depicts the
alarm clock ACl before the portable player PPl is docked by means of the connector C . Fig.6B
depicts the alarm clock ACl when the portable player PPl is being docked to the connector C .

Fig.6C depicts the alarm clock ACl after the portable player PPl has been docked to the

connector C, and during adjusting said portable player PPl such that its screen S is co-planar
with the front face of alarm clock ACl. Fig.6D depicts the alarm clock ACl after the portable
player PPl has been docked to the connector C, so that a user of the alarm clock ACl can
perform the method according to the invention described above.

Fig.7A to Fig.7D depict three-dimensional views of a second alarm clock AC2 according to the
invention. This alarm clock AC2 comprises a system SYS according to the invention as
described above, and is intended to cooperate with a portable player PP2. Fig.7A depicts the
alarm clock AC2 before the portable player PP2 is docked by means of the connector C . Fig.7B
depicts the alarm clock AC2 during docking the portable player PP2 to the connector C . Fig.7C
depicts the alarm clock AC2 after the portable player PP2 has been docked to the connector C,
and during adjusting the portable player PP2 such that its screen S is co-planar with the front
face of alarm clock AC2. Fig.7D depicts the alarm clock AC2 after the portable player PP2 has

been docked to the connector C, so that a user of the alarm clock AC2 can perform the method
according to the invention described above.

The above-described embodiments are only illustrative, and not intended to limit the technique

approaches of the present invention. Although the present invention has been described in
detail referring to preferred embodiments, those skilled in the art will understand that the

technique approaches of the present invention can be modified or equally displaced without
departing from the spirit and scope of the technique approaches of the present invention, which
will also fall within the protective scope of the claims of the present invention. In the claims,
the word "comprising" does not exclude other elements or steps, and the indefinite article "a"
or "an" does not exclude a plurality. Any reference signs in the claims shall not be construed as
limiting the scope.

CLAIMS

1.

A method of managing an alarm signal in a system comprising a first internal clock,

said system being intended to cooperate with a portable player comprising a second internal

clock and a screen, said method comprising the steps of:
- setting (101) the time of said first internal clock at the time of said second internal clock,
- selecting (102) a given time value being displayed on said screen,
- memorizing (103) said given time value in said system,
- setting (104) the time of said second internal clock at the time of said first internal clock,
- triggering (105) an alarm signal on said system when the time of said first internal clock
reaches said given time value.

2.

The method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising a step of generating an audio

signal on said system, used as said alarm signal.

3.

The method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising a step of receiving an audio

signal from said portable player, used as said alarm signal.

4.

The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the screen of said portable player

comprises a backlight that can assume a switched-on state or a switched-off state, said method
further comprising a step of sending commands from said system to said portable player to
maintain the backlight of said screen in the switched-on state.

5.

A system (SYS) for managing an alarm signal, said system comprising a first internal

clock (CLK1), and said system being intended to cooperate with a portable player (PP)
comprising a second internal clock (CLK2) and a screen (S), said system further comprising:
- means for setting the time of said first internal clock at the time of said second internal clock,
- means for selecting a given time value being displayed on said screen,
- a memory for storing said given time value,
- means for setting the time of said second internal clock at the time of said first internal clock,
- means for triggering an alarm signal when the time of said first internal clock reaches said
given time value.

6.

The system as claimed in claim 5, further comprising means to generate an audio

signal used as said alarm signal.

7.

The system as claimed in claim 5, further comprising means to receive, from said

portable player, an audio signal used as said alarm signal.

8.

The system as claimed in claim 5, wherein the screen of said portable player

comprises a backlight that can assume a switched-on state or a switched-off state, said system
further comprising means for sending commands to said portable player to maintain the
backlight of said screen in the switched-on state.

An alarm clock (AC1, AC2) comprising a system as claimed in any one of claims 5
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